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On the basis of economic globalization, in particular China joined WTO, 
the competitive strategy and orientation is crucial for enterprise existence, which 
is well embodied in household industry especially in the small household 
affecting China market character and keen competition. 
Through the current two decade development in China, the industry has 
become word’s production base for the small household export. There are 
several thousand factories and the export amount reached over 20 billion dollars 
every year. It is guidable and directive for household and other industry to 
summarize and research the history development of small household 
competitive strategy.  
Lianchuang is a household manufacture found for 10 years and ranks 
before twentieth of the industry. It is twists and turns development route from 
lacking the correspond knowledge in the beginning of foundation to employing 
the strategy research recently. The lower cost and difference is its choice. Which 
is the final strategy policy? 
Complying with the characteristics of China household export, this thesis is 
reviewing and investigating Lianchuang practical experience, analyzing 
advantage and disadvantage between lower cost and difference, mastering its 
core competition and crucial successful element, providing some advice for the 
future strategy development. 
It hopes the thesis is reference for Lianchuang and other industry.    
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第一章  竞争战略概述 


























































































的条件与所处的环境相适应（参见图 1和图 2）。 
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